
Part 1:
"I'm sure that along the way you will discover many things, perhaps even something about
yourself." These are the wise words of Professor Rowan told just as you are about to boot up the
game.
Pokemon has such a simple idea at its core that allows for a story that can be built upon in my
unique ways. With cute adorable Pokemon to tough, this game has often offered a lot to
everyone, especially to young kids who don't have a lot of things to do, just like me.
When I was about 9 or 10, I got my first DS and along with it, I received a copy of Pokemon
Pearl and Soul Silver. I started playing Pearl first, and I think, if anything, that is why these new
remakes, BDSP, were so meaningful to me. Now, I didn't really understand Pokemon at all
during my first playthrough. Like, I didn't know about the types or anything. I just used my
strongest moves over and over again hoping that I would make it through. And because I was
like 9, I obviously didn't beat Pearl. I think I used my master ball on a Sneasel I was having a
hard time catching, and my Infernape was my strongest Pokemon, boasting a good 80 levels. But
since I never battled with any of my other Pokemon, I obviously sucked. But it didn't matter
because I was having fun.
I was much more successful in Pokemon Soul Silver since I must have been like 10 or 11 when I
really sunk my teeth into that game. I had a really powerful party, I beat the Johto and Kanto
regions, and even beat Red at the end, too. I had a celebration when I got 200 hours on the game
(which are BABY numbers compared to my 600 BOTW hours, but hey, I was just a little gamer
growing up) and I found my first shiny too. It was a Ponyta, and I remember it because I was
grinding to get my Lugia to level 100 beneath Victory Road, where the strongest Pokemon
naturally were, when I found it.
Yeah, I have a lot of really good memories from these games. But in 2019, I sold all of them.
And knowing that I did that leaves me with a bittersweet, strange feeling in my chest. Because
those were my games and I loved them so much. But now someone else gets to love them too.
I think everyone should play a Pokemon game at least once. Not only is the world so immersive
and the games often so beautiful and the music so relaxing, I just think it's nice to play a game
and truly escape the real world to enjoy it. Pokemon is one of those games for me. Even after all
of these years, I have not lost the fantasy of Pokemon.
The games have progressively become more and more marketed towards children in my opinion
and I have noticed a lot of people complaining about how easy they have become. I actually have
mixed feelings on this. Having the games be slightly easier means that I don't need to spend 200
hours getting through the whole game, but that feeling of accomplishment was something I
always loved. On Nintendo's end, I think this entire issue could be resolved by adding difficulty
options or ways to remove the features in the newer games that make them feel really easy (like
Pokemon bonding, exp. share, and some of the additional evolution levels)
I made a tierlist for all of the games. And after making the tierlist I realized something crucial. I
ranked games higher if they were from my childhood. And this made me remember the nostalgia



factor. For the people who played these games when they were young, a lot of the issues will fall
away because of just how meaningful they were and still are to them.

Because this is the good and bad thing about nostalgia. It changes our perspective when we are
looking at new things that honestly may be at just the same level of quality as the original, but it
also truly lets us get lost in a fantasy experience whenever we revisit that world.
I'll be honest, when I was playing Shining Pearl, I was kind of shocked when I went through
character dialogue that felt just a little bit crap, because I didn't remember that from when I
played the game! For example, when you, the player, go to Rowan's lab and he just like instantly
gives you the Pokemon. I did not remember it like that at all! I thought you almost had to
struggle and fight for it, almost like the ways that parents will argue with you but let you win in
the end.
But seeing as BDSP have a great foundation to land upon, the entire game did not feel poorly
done to me, not in some of the ways that the recent games have bothered me.
I played the entirety of Pokemon Shield in a week, and I'm not going to lie to you, I had an
absolute blast while I was doing it. I mean the way that the game is set up, you feel like a
freaking boss every single gym battle that you go into. I played the entire game with earbuds in
because Sword and Shield have perhaps had some of the best music that a Pokemon game has
had in a while. This is actually a personal admission, but I was really upset one day, literally on
the verge of tears. And I swear to God, I played Wedgehurst and then everything was okay.
However, I'm not going to sugarcoat it; the writing and character motivations were horrible. I
think every time that you talk to Leon, the champion in these games, he mentions that he gets
lost everywhere he goes. Like his character design was incredible and his theme music was so
good. But when your only character trait is getting lost, I can't help but feel like Nintendo did not
properly think about Leon's goals, motivations, and conflicts. I'm sure some of the clunky writing
could be because of translation differences, but there are also clearly some really flimsy plot
points that just were not properly executed.
With all of that said, I loved Pokemon Shield, and I think if I had played it when I was 10, it
would have been a perfect game to me. Because, especially knowing me when I was young, I
was not good at comprehension or stories or anything. Like, I recently rewatched Kung Fu
Panda, and I think it reminded me a lot of this video concept. Because when I was younger, I
loved that movie. But looking back on it, some of the jokes I just didn't find funny anymore and I
didn't feel attached to the characters in the same way that I did.
Case and point: demographic.
Pokemon can be a fantasy world no matter how old you are, how smart you are, whatever. But
it's all so much easier when you are younger.
I personally am of the opinion that Pokemon games, in general, are always kept to a similar level
of quality, although they may be easier now as an attempt to hone in on their target demographic
of younger people.



But the difficulty doesn't completely matter. What matters is the experience. Because the more
you allow yourself to become attached to a game, the better your experience will become. And
with all of the struggles of modern day life, it becomes more and more difficult to find yourself
and your life completely attached to the universe of a game. And perhaps it's healthier not to be.
Because I know for sure that having 200+ hours on a Pokemon game at 10 might not have been
my greatest achievement.
But I still don't and will never regret the time that I spent playing these games. Because they
have left a positive imprint on my heart.
"Don't Ever Forget" is the title of one of my favorite Pokemon songs. Not only is it absolutely
beautiful, its soaring melodies means that the song ebbs and flows. It is relaxing yet serious and
somber as it comes and goes with a sad message. I like to think of it like this:
Don't ever forget the good moments. Those unwavering emotions. The moments that you were
together with people. Don't ever forget those good times. But bring it all into something else,
another game, another story, another life.
This is me playing it on the flute because sometimes you listen to a song and you just want to
bring it to life.

Part 2: Pokemon is made for people with differently wired brains.
Now hold on. You might not get what I'm saying. All that I mean when I say this is that
Pokemon is a game that has been developed for those who are so interested in finding details and
learning all that you can and exploring the entirety of the world to discover its secrets. My
sibling is autistic, and I think I must be something like it too because the way that we played
these games was nothing like the way some people play other games. We asked for so many
books, watched so many YouTube videos, and played through story after story. Even though
Pokemon is the same root concept over and over again, there is something so interesting about
the way that there are always new people involved, new stories, and new concepts introduced
that let you fall more and more into that world, more into the grasps of escapism.
Escapism. The act of watching something or reading something or playing something to escape
the world, not to learn more about the way that it acts but to just have fun and escape for a little
while. The stories can be pointless, but they can have meaning. The idea can be silly, but serious,
too. It can mean anything, just so long as you are having fun.
Even now the memories that I made while playing Pokemon games still affect my life. From the
people in my band who will play Pokemon songs on their instruments and then make eye contact
with me to the friends that I have made because of it… I wouldn't do it any differently even if I
had the chance.
I think that in many ways this game raised me. By letting me escape from the real world and go
on fantasy adventures that took me all of the places that I would never be able to go in real life.
They gave me companionship when I was lonely and helped me through some of my tougher
spots by letting me listen to beautiful music and think of better days, knowing that they will



come back and that soon everything will be okay. Because there are always new games out there
and new stories, too. Stories to be explored and to be lived in so many ways.
I'm always grateful that I got to experience Pokemon games. Because they taught me to
adventure all over the world, and make friends, too. Fight to do your best always, but know that
losing is alright so long as you tried. And that's what Rowan meant when he talks to you in the
opening of BDSP. When he says you might even learn something about yourself, he means that
you will learn what it means to find yourself in a fantasy world with characters that you just wish
would come to life and dance around with you all of the time.
In many ways, I was raised by these games, and I would not have it any other way.

Part 3: these games are raising different people now. While I will still play every other Pokemon
game that comes out and is placed into my hands by the capitalist masterminds at Nintendo, I
recognize that they aren't made for me anymore. They've already taught me what it means to be a
Pokemon trainer. I will be playing every new game that comes out I'm sure. But I will always do
my best to not judge the game on my current standards for games, because I know that the
Pokemon franchise is doing something right in helping people grow up with such a kind, silly,
and simple stories that lets kids escape the stressful realities of the real world for a little while. I
will always have things to say and critique about every game, but knowing that Pokemon is no
longer a game series made for me and for people like me, I will make peace with the fact that
they will never as perfect as they used to be, when they were stories coated in nostalgia that were
held in little cartridges that helped me get away from all of the stress of school and people and
life. Things are different now, but I still won't ever forget what the Pokemon games have meant
to me throughout my life and what they will continue to mean to me. Because there is never a
day when I want to see the wonderful nostalgia surrounding these games disappear. They were
everything to me once, and I won't ever forget that. Even when I have forgotten everything else, I
will always remember the ways that Pokemon gave me a fantasy world to disappear into and
gave me a safe haven where I could grow up when nothing else did.

Thank you so much for watching this video! I had a ton of fun scripting and editing it, so I
appreciate you being here and hopefully enjoying it, too. If you want to see more video essays
like this in the future, subscribe to my YouTube channel! I will be posting video essays every
other week. Share this video with someone that you think might like it and be sure to leave a
comment below with any essay suggestions you may have because I would love to talk about as
many games as I possibly can.
Again, thank you for watching this video. Let all of the love in the world and more come to you.
Until we meet again, stay safe and have a good day. Thank you.


